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The Conifers: Genomes, Variation and EvolutionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book is the first comprehensive volume on conifers detailing their genomes, variations, and evolution. The book begins with general information about conifers such as taxonomy, geography, reproduction, life history, and social and economic importance. Then topics discussed include the full genome sequence, complex traits,...
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Java(TM) Puzzlers : Traps, Pitfalls, and Corner CasesAddison Wesley, 2005
How well do you really know Java? Are you a code sleuth? Have  you ever spent days chasing a bug caused by a trap or pitfall in Java or its  libraries? Do you like brainteasers? Then this is the book for you!

In the tradition of Effective  Java™, Bloch and Gafter dive...
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Lactic Acid Bacteria: Biodiversity and TaxonomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are a group of related micro-organisms that are enormously important in the food and beverage industries, preventing food spoilage and extending shelf life. This is the first reference that provides a much-needed and comprehensive account of the current knowledge of LAB, detailing the taxonomy, biochemistry,...
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High Performance Heterogeneous Computing (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
An analytical overview of the state of the art, open problems, and future trends in heterogeneous parallel and distributed computing
    This book provides an overview of the ongoing academic research, development, and uses of heterogeneous parallel and distributed computing in the context of scientific computing. Presenting the state of the...
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Introduction to Data Mining and its Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
An enormous proliferation of databases in almost every area of human endeavor has created a great demand for new, powerful tools for turning data into useful, task-oriented knowledge. In the efforts to satisfy this need, researchers have been exploring ideas and methods developed in machine learning, pattern recognition, statistical data analysis,...
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Fungi and Food SpoilageSpringer, 2009
This is the third edition of the definitive work on fungi in foods covering identification, isolation, enumeration, taxonomy, physiology and mycotoxin formation. High quality halftones provide a book of great value to food microbiologists, mycologists, food scientists and technologists and all those involved in food quality and safety.
...
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Alkaliphiles: Genetic Properties and Applications of EnzymesSpringer, 2006

	The pioneering findings of Dr. Koki Horikoshi on the discovery, research and applications of alkaliphilic bacteria are described here in their entirety. Discussion ranges from introductory background on taxonomy, cell structure and physiology, to enzymes and their applications. Alkaliphiles are a relatively recent field of research that will...
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Meta-Programming and Model-Driven Meta-Program Development: Principles, Processes and Techniques (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2012

	Meta-Programming and Model-Driven Meta-Program Development: Principles, Processes and Techniques presents an overall analysis of meta-programming, focusing on insights of meta-programming techniques, heterogeneous meta-program development processes in the context of model-driven, feature-based and transformative approaches.

...
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SharePoint 2013 WCM Advanced Cookbook (Quick Answers to Common Problems)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Take your understanding and usage of SharePoint to the highest levels with this fantastic set of recipes. From sophisticated branding to custom page layouts, it's the ultimate in web content management.


	Overview

	
		Brand SharePoint with master pages and page layouts
	
		Catalog content with...
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Data Visualization: a successful design processPackt Publishing, 2012

	This book will benefit anyone who wants to discover effective, attractive ways to visually analyze and communicate data. With no special knowledge required, it's an inspirational guide that teaches through examples and illustration.

	
		A portable, versatile and flexible data visualization design approach that will help...
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Antipatterns: Identification, Refactoring, and ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2005
AntiPatterns: Identification, Refactoring, and Management catalogs 48 bad management practices and environments common to software development, IT, and other organizations. The authors cover antipatterns of management, along with environmental/cultural antipatterns and personality antipatterns/phenotypes. Through the classification of these harmful...
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Data Compression: The Complete ReferenceSpringer, 2006
Data compression is one of the most important techniques in computing engineering. From archiving data to CD-ROMs and from coding theory to image analysis, many facets of computing make use of data compression in one form or another. This book is intended to provide an overview of the many different types of compression: it includes a taxonomy, an...
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